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Evaluation of Fisheye-Camera Based Visual Multi-Session
Localization in a Real-World Scenario

Peter Muehlfellner1∗, Paul Furgale2, Wojciech Derendarz1, Roland Philippsen3

Abstract

The European V-Charge project seeks to develop
fully automated valet parking and charging of electric
vehicles using only low-cost sensors. One of the chal-
lenges is to implement robust visual localization using
only cameras and stock vehicle sensors. We integrated
four monocular, wide-angle, fisheye cameras on a con-
sumer car and implemented a mapping and localization
pipeline. Visual features and odometry are combined to
build and localize against a keyframe-based three di-
mensional map. We report results for the first stage of
the project, based on two months worth of data acquired
under varying conditions, with the objective of localiz-
ing against a map created offline.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pose estimation for mobile robots via visual sen-
sors has come a long way in the last decade. In the con-
text of Visual SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping) advances have been made that solve the ba-
sic SLAM problem robustly, efficiently and over huge
distances ([1], [2]). Nonetheless, even though proven
possible ([3], [4]), the application of visual approaches
for the localization of fully automated cars has not un-
dergone in-depth analysis. We therefore take a closer
look at the performance of a state-of-the-art visual lo-
calization system, integrated into a research vehicle that
performs fully automated driving, in a particularly chal-
lenging real-world scenario: parking lots and parking
garages.

The requirement for this comes from the EU-
funded project Autonomous Valet Parking and Charg-
ing (“V-Charge”), which is concerned with driverless
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Figure 1: The V-Charge Golf, showing its integrated
sensors and the very subtle differences to a regular
“consumer car”.

cars in parking lots or garages. V-Charge distinguishes
itself from previous efforts into automated driving (e.g.
DARPA) by using a sensor setup much more closely ori-
ented on what could be found in a consumer car. Cam-
eras are the mainstay of the V-Charge sensor system,
due to their low-cost nature combined with the ability
to still provide rich information about the environment.
Fig. 1 depicts the sensor-setup used for visual local-
ization, which consists of four monocular, wide-angle,
fisheye cameras that together give a 360◦ view of the
vehicle-surroundings.

V-Charge takes a map-based approach to auto-
mated navigation. This means that a parking lot or
garage needs to be mapped by a survey vehicle prior
to driverless operation. Such pre-built maps contain in-
formation relevant to tasks of localization and naviga-
tion: visual landmarks, and the road network. In this
paper we want to explore the challenges resulting from
the fact that the localization maps need to “live” longer
than the comparatively limited time span of a single au-
tomated run.

For this paper, we do not consider the full multi-
session SLAM problem, as we do not allow updates to



the map with each new session. Rather, we work with a
map created at one point in time, that we use for local-
ization afterwards.

2. RELATED WORK

The SLAM problem is commonly formulated prob-
abilistically as estimating the joint posterior distribution
system state and map, conditioned on previous states,
control-inputs and observations [5]. Assuming additive
Gaussian noise, the maximum likelihood solution for
estimating the state can be found using non-linear batch
optimization. While the full maximum likelihood solu-
tion to the SLAM problem has complexity O((M+N)3)
in the number of poses N and observations M and is thus
impractical, various approaches have been developed to
either marginalize the full problem in some way (see
[6]), or to deal with subsets (e.g. [7]). The sparsity
of the problem can be exploited to allow tractable solu-
tions that involve non-marginalized poses, with superior
results [8].

Long-term (a.k.a. lifelong or multi-session) SLAM
emphasizes deployment over long time scales. Exam-
ples of systems that re-use maps are [9][2][10][11][12]
for “classical” Vision-based SLAM; [13][14][15] for
topological localization; as well as [16] for LASER-
based SLAM. In road environments, localization based
on homographical maps (or “overhead views”) [17][18]
has shown success.

A recent survey of Visual SLAM for driverless cars
can be found in [19]. The most successfuly applications
of such systems are by [4] and [3].

In [4], a map of an urban environment is con-
structed based on GPS-data and stereo-vision. The en-
vironment is represented as a set of sparse 3D points
resulting from local image features (e.g. SURF). In a
separate localization stage, these 3D points are matched
to currently observed images and used as an input for
BA.

The work of [3] builds on the Relative Bundle Ad-
jusmtent (RBA) framework described in [1]. The output
of stereo-based online Visual SLAM is saved as an “ex-
perience” if it is visually distinct from previous traver-
sals of an environment. Experiences are re-used over
many sessions and added to as necessary. An evaluation
over several months under varying conditions indicates
that the number of distinct experiences is bounded in
the considered environment.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The V-Charge sensor setup differs significantly
from the systems commonly employed for Visual

Figure 2: The block structure of our localization
pipeline, showing both the offline (map-building)- and
online (localization)- phases of our system.

SLAM. Instead of a stereo-pair or a monocular camera,
the setup shown in Fig. 1 consists of four fisheye cam-
eras resulting in increased complexity that is handled by
a pipeline (Fig. 2) that combines several state-of-the art
techniques.

We perform map-building and localization in two
separate phases. Both rely solely on (1) the images pro-
vided by the four wide-angle monocular fisheye cam-
eras and (2) wheel-odometry. Mapping is carried out of-
fline, on survey data-sets that are recorded whilst manu-
ally driving the vehicle. In the online phase, we localize
against this pre-built map.

3.1. Map Representation and Map-Building

Requirements for our visual localization system are
influenced by other components for automated driving
as well as characteristics of the environment and the
sensor setup. The following two points serve as a mo-
tivation for the chosen map structure (presented further
below):
• Path planning and following in a complex en-

vironment requires metric information. Due to
the inherent 3D-structure of our environment (e.g.
ramps, multi-level garages), we represent poses
with the six degrees of freedom (6-DOF) for de-
scribing spatial rigid body transforms.
• Global positioning systems are unavailable, thus

errors will accumulate over large distances. How-
ever, while locally accurate pose estimates are
needed, global map precision is not important for
the V-Charge scenario. Therefore, the map is rep-
resented topologically, as a set of relatively defined
coordinate frames (also termed map nodes).



We organize our map as a set of nodes Vi anno-
tated with: the set of the four camera images obtained
at time i, the vehicle coordinate frame F−→Vi , and a “best
guess” pose estimate relative to some central map refer-
ence frame F−→M . Within each frame F−→Vi , we express a
sparse set of 3D point landmarks lik arising from local
image keypoints (e.g. SURF [20]).

For map creation, camera inputs from the survey
dataset are used if they satisfy a minimal baseline to the
previous image-set, via wheel-odometry. Then, based
on keypoints and descriptors extracted from the individ-
ual images, as well as manually defined loop closures,
we conduct a series of optimization steps that provide
estimates for the sparse 3D-structure of the environ-
ments and the poses of the map nodes. Optimization
starts out with basic, open-loop visual odometry, fol-
lowed by a global bundle adjustment of the open loop,
manual loop-closure selection, pose graph relaxation,
and a final global bundle adjustment on the closed loop.

3.2. Localization Against a Known Map

Localization amounts to the problem of estimating
the 6-DOF transformation TVi,V j between a reference
frame F−→Vi in the map and the current vehicle frame
F−→V j . Using the keypoints from the current camera im-
ages and the landmark keypoints from the map frame,
this transformation is the solution of a two-frame bun-
dle adjustment problem.

We perform robust data-association between the
current observation and the frame predicted to be clos-
est in the map. A 6-DOF nearest neighbour search
is carried out based on a relative pose predicted from
odometry and the last localization. The 3D-landmarks
associated with this node are then projected onto vehi-
cle camera system at the predicted position, resulting
in a set of sparse image-points. Each of these points
matched to the currently observed local image features
(using a SURF GPU-pipeline [21]) based on distances
in image- and descriptor space.

The set of correspondences formed this way, to-
gether with the initial vehicle pose estimate provided
by odometry, then forms the input for a non-linear op-
timization problem. This problem is based on the re-
projection error for each 2D-3D correspondence, which
is a function of the (time-invariant) camera parameters,
the feature-landmark correspondence and the transfor-
mation TVi,V j between the mapped- and the current ve-
hicle frame. From these error-terms, an objective func-
tion, to be minimized, is built and a solution for TVi,V j

is obtained using Levenberg-Marquardt iterations in an
efficient framework.

4. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

In order to determine the viability of our visual lo-
calization system for path planning and vehicle control,
we are interested in the precision, the robustness and the
availability of visual localization in the given scenario.
In the following we define metrics and experiments to
quantify these factors.

We are foremost interested in the Metric localiza-
tion error. It can be defined as a 6-DOF error transfor-
mation Terror

Vi,V j
that quantifies the difference between a

transformation TVi,V j estimated by our system, and the
corresponding ground truth (GT) transformation T̂Vi,V j .
For a GT sensor (such as high precision INS/DGPS)
that provides information about the vehicle pose in
some global reference frame F−→G, the relative ground
truth is calculated as T−1

G,Vi
TG,V j . Here TG,Vi is the out-

put of the GT sensor synchronized in time with the map-
frame F−→Vi , and TG,Vi the GT-output synchronized with
the online-localization frame F−→V j .

This error-formulation only takes into account the
relative localization error. Differences between the es-
timated pose of map nodes and the associated ground-
truth poses are discarded. This reflects the fact that both
localization and planning take place on a manifold that
is defined by the topological structure of our map. Paths
on this manifold can be (re-)traversed using only locally
accurate pose estimates, as shown in [22].

To quantify the error values present in Te
Vi,V j

, we
split this transformation into its translation and rotation
components te and Re. We take the absolute length ‖te‖
of the translation (te = (x,y,z)T ). For calculating the
rotational error, we transfer Re into an axis-angle rep-
resentation and use the magnitude of the rotation angle,
|φe| as the error metric. This provides us with an uni-
form sampling of the error space.

The series of experiments that are performed in
order to obtain these numbers share a common setup.
A map of the path that we want to navigate later on
(see section 3) is built based on a survey-dataset taken
at some fixed point in time. Evaluation-datasets are
collected at later time in a similar process, with time-
differences ranging from minutes to months (in the long
run, we expect to collect data over several months and
even years). When collecting evaluation data we nei-
ther stray far from the recorded paths, nor take special
care to drive exactly the same paths. We perform this
first evaluation in an outdoor area, where we have a
INS/DGPS-system for providing ground truth with an
error standard deviation of around 2 cm.

We want to confirm and quantify the following
statements with our experiments:



Table 1: Statistics for each dataset. te, tx,y,z denotes the
translational error and its components, φe the angular
error.

Same Day Week One

RMS‖te‖ 0.028 0.0937 (m)

RMS|φe| 0.134 0.3427 (deg)

Max|tx| 0.0756 0.1926 (m)

Max|ty| 0.0515 0.2079 (m)

Max|tz| 0.0289 0.0663 (m)

Max|φe| 0.8001 1.3347 (deg)

• Precision: The relative metric precision of the lo-
calization system allows automated driving. For
determining this, we look at the average values of
the metric error values (‖te‖ and |φe|.).
• Robustness: The relative localization error is

bounded, as long as we successfully localize
against the map. This means that the distribution
of the metric error values should also be bounded.
• Availability: Maps can be re-used over at least

moderate time-spans (weeks), as long as environ-
mental conditions remain similar. This means that
the number of inlier-matches after optimization is
above some threshold (which we arbitrarily set to
20) and that the localization error bounded and
low.

5. RESULTS

For evaluation in this paper, we use datasets col-
lected on the parking lot of our research campus, which
is also where we tested fully automated navigation with
the localization results provided by our system.

Three datasets, including INS/DGPS ground-truth
data, are available to us. The dataset named “Same
Day” was captured minutes after the mapping-data was
acquired, the “Week One” dataset was taken within a
week from map-creation, and the “Two Months” dataset
was created two months prior to the map we use. Snap-
shots from all of these datasets are given in Figure 3. It
can be seen that the first three images appear very sim-
ilar, while in the last image, significant differences not
only in the occupancy of the parking lot, but also in usu-
ally more static elements — such as the foliage — are
present. Evaluation is performed by creating a map for
the first dataset, and attempting localization using this
map with all available data.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the experiment.
Here, RMS denotes the Root Mean Squared value for

Mapping Same Day 

Week One Two Months 

Figure 3: Example snapshots from each dataset.
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Figure 4: Box-plots for the X-(longitudinal) and Y-
(lateral) error values for each loop of the Same Day and
Week One datasets.

the relative translational and angular errors, and Max
the maximum error, for the respective dataset. The map
created from the first dataset did not allow successful
localization with the Two Months dataset — the num-
ber of inlier-matches after optimization was persistently
low (< 20). This dataset is therefore not included in the
table. On the other hand, localization over the period
of one week was successful, achieving precision in the
order of centimeters.

An additional overview of the localization results
is provided in Fig. 4 for which the datasets were split
up into individual loops of the parking lot. The former
shows box-plots1 of the X- and Y- components of the

1Each box is structured as follows: the center line shows the me-
dian value, the boundaries of the box give the two quartiles and the
two “whiskers” have the length of 1.5 times the Inter Quantile Range.
Data outside of the whiskers is plotted as individual samples.
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Figure 5: The absolute translational- and angular errors
for each separate loop in the evaluated datasets. The
error for the last loop in the week-one dataset is high-
lighted in black.

translational error. Note that here we give the error in
a reference frame attached to the the vehicle: the X-
axis points in the same direction as the nose of the car.
These errors can also be referred to as the longitudinal
and lateral deviations. Fig. 5 details the translational-
and angular errors over sample-number overlaid each
other for all loops.

Fig. 6 shows the poses estimated by our system in
a single metric coordinate frame. Both the results of
the localization runs using the various datasets from dif-
ferent days, as well as the path-estimate for the map
after manual loop-closure and offline-optimization, are
shown. Comparing this enlarged image to a similarly
zoomed version of plotted reference trajectories shows
that the trajectories, locally, are qualitatively similar to
those provided by the ground truth sensor.

Timing measurements for the main localization
step yield results in the order of seconds for the pro-
cessing of a single set of four images on a modern PC.
As for fully automated navigation a much more fre-
quent update of the vehicle pose is required, we bridge
the missing localization measurements by appending
wheel-odometry measurements at 100Hz. It turns out,
that even with a localisation rate below 1Hz, owing to
low speeds and the local precision of wheel-odometry,
smooth automated navigation within parking lots is pos-
sible.

5.1. Discussion

The results for the average metric errors, summa-
rized in Table 1 are well within the limits required for
localizing within a single lane of a parking lot. This
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Figure 6: Overhead view of the mapping and localiza-
tion results. On the right, estimated and Ground Truh
trajectories are shown for an enlarged tile of the map,
based on the lower right corner of the trajectory.

performance already allowed us to perform a number
of successful fully automated trips in the mapped area.
Furthermore, as can be seen from the distribution of the
error values the overall system is also quite robust as
long as successful localization against the map is possi-
ble.

Over longer time-frames and under drastically
changed environmental conditions, the localization
might fail to match to the map. This is illustrated by
the complete failure to localize against the Two Months
dataset.

One way to deal with this, would be to comple-
ment the map by including more and more data over
time, as changes occur. While the convergence of such
a process is shown experimentally in [3], this nonethe-
less means that the amount data stored for each map
would increase. In this case the need for exploration of
compression techniques — in order to save bandwidth
— becomes evident.

Another open question not addressed here, is the
portability of maps between different vehicles and cam-
era systems. Similar to changeable environments, cre-
ating and storing a complete map for each single car
seems infeasible for a widespread deployment of fully
automated vehicles. The performance when re-using



maps between vehicles with roughly similar camera
systems, but different calibration parameters, needs to
be determined in the future. A map-representation that
allows transferal of data between vehicles with different
camera systems (stereo, N-cameras) seems even more
desirable.

6. CONCLUSION

We have presented a state-of-the art visual local-
ization system for the use in a driverless car, employ-
ing a close-to-market sensor setup consisting of four
wide-angle mono cameras. Based on pre-recorded map,
our solution combines the images provided by these
four cameras with odometry in order to achieve real-
time capabable localization. The pose estimates for this
system were evaluated on datasets separated from the
survey data by timespans varying from several minutes
to 2 months. The results for a single week show suc-
cess, and we were also able to employ the thusly gener-
ated poses for fully automated navigation of the mapped
parking lot. For the visually very different two months
old dataset, localization failed, since not enough valid
matches could be found. This shows the importance of
dealing with long-term changes in the structure or ap-
pearance of the environment.
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